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Places per
year,
Erasmus
students

There is one international semester taught in English on offer. It comes as a package
of 30 ECTS, with the main subjects Paediatrics and Gynaecology/Obstetrics,
containing both lectures and clinical teaching (integrated model).
Course code MED5600, Medicine Module 6
On offer both autumn and spring.
There is no predefined number of places available, as the number of places for
incoming students is linked to the number of outgoing students. In general, there is
approximately 10-12 places available for Erasmus students each semester, but
depending on the semester, it can go down to 4-6 and up to 20+. It is therefore a
challenge to predict whether we can accept all nominated students or not.
Should you have students with Norwegian knowledge, they can apply for the
following courses of integrated teaching:
ORL, Ophthalmology and Neurology, 27 ECTS, taught in Norwegian
Course code MED4400, Medicine Module 4
On offer both autumn and spring.
2-4 places available each semester.
Psychiatry, Pharmacology and Forensic Medicine, 19 ECTS, taught in Norwegian
Course code MED4500R, Medicine Module 5
On offer both autumn and spring.
2-4 places available each semester.
Please note that clinical rotations, whether they are to take place during the
semesters or during the summer months, are not part of our exchange offer. There
are a few exceptions, and the partners in question know who they are.
We can welcome students on Erasmus+ traineeships, as long as they are linked to a
research group and that the student has received the green light from the research
group in question before our given deadlines.

Academic
calendar

The Medical Programme has two semesters each year: an autumn semester running
from approximately mid-August to 20 December and a spring semester running from
approximately late January to 20 June.
Please note that there is an Introduction Week for International Students taking place
one week prior to the semester start in August, and taking place in early January for
the spring semester. This means that students coming for the spring semester
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preferably should be able to arrive early January, even though their teaching starts at
a later stage.
Please also note that mandatory MRSA screening also has implications for the arrival
date, see “Additional Information”.
Semester dates for Medical Exchange Students – Academic Calendar
Restrictions

As a general rule, medical students on exchange to the University of Oslo must have
completed 3 years of study by the time they commence their studies here.

Language
In general, Erasmus students do not have to provide documentation of English
requirements Language Proficiency. We do, however, strongly recommend that students have a
good command of English – a minimum of level B2 according to the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages – CEFR
Read a detailed description of Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR) at the Council of Europe’s webpage
Study plan

Students can choose one integrated module per semester. It is not possible to
combine subjects from different modules.
Available modules: MED5600 in English, MED4400 and MED4500R in Norwegian.
Please refer to information under Places per year.
Exchange pages for the Faculty of Medicine

Course
catalogue

Courses in English at the University of Oslo
Courses in English at the Faculty of Medicine
Please note that courses starting with MEDFL are not open to exchange students.
Please also note that courses on PhD level have restrictions when it comes to master
students.

Additional
information

MRSA
MRSA (Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus) screening is mandatory for all
international students on exchange to medicine.
Practical information
Information on:
•
•
•

How and when to apply
Living in Oslo
Norwegian language courses
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•

Student housing

Is available on the University of Oslo’s Exchange Portal

